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Perceptions of European and National Identities among Georgians 

Tornike Bakakuri, Supervisors: Beate Seibt and Stephen Gallagher 

 

Abstract 

In a fragmented and accelerated world of globalization and emerging nationalism, social and 

cultural psychologists can play an important role to investigate the national and superordinate 

identities. This study addresses the characteristics of European identification in Georgia, 

which is often thought to be on the crossroads of Europe and Asia. It checks for the potential 

identity predictors and tries to provide an explanation behind psychological motivators. A 

quasi-experimental design of one-way ANOVA with three conditions was employed to 

compare the strength of European identity among Georgian Erasmus students, those who 

travel visa-free to the EU/Schengen countries and the control group. Through an independent 

research project, original data were collected using online survey, which contained pre-

existing identity scales and custom-made questions for personal experiences. A convenience 

quota sampling targeted those who have had a student status within past five years and 332 

valid responses were analysed. The Erasmus students and visa-free travellers had a 

significantly higher European identification, when compared to the control group members. 

As expected, Georgian and European identities did not contradict each other, but there was 

also no significant correlation between the two. Regardless of group belongingness, European 

identification was highly endorsed alongside the national one. It was related to major 

personal experiences, migratory practices and competencies.  Regression analysis identified a 

number of civic and cultural factors with a significant predictive value for the European 

identification. With help of social identity and world society systems’ theories and keeping in 

mind the context of cultural psychology, the results and limitations are discussed critically.  
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After the demise of the Soviet Union and the Eastern Block, it was clear that new 

geopolitical reconfiguration was about to emerge in Europe. Since the early 2000s, the 

European Union started implementing new political and economic reforms, initiated new 

enlargement policy. This new movement and enlargement towards East and the post-Soviet 

countries rekindled another wave of debates regarding European identity (Duchesne & 

Frognier, 2008). Euro-scepticism and pro-integration movements are growing alongside. 

Recently, in 2016, United Kingdom was the first and only country to vote in referendum for 

leaving the European Union since its creation (Hunt & Wheeler, 2018). While Europe is 

dealing with Brexit aftermath and trying to reshape the union, ties with new potential member 

states also deepen. After 2008 Russian-Georgian war, the EU accelerated the launch of 

Eastern Partnership (EaP) project, consisting of the following countries: Armenia, 

Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine (European Council, 2018). EaP is 

neither the first nor the last cooperative project addressing the future European integration 

and enlargement. More examples will follow below, but EaP puts modern European politics 

into perspective especially after Britain’s ‘divorce’ with the EU.  

Moreover, psychological aspects as the basis of such developments should not be 

neglected. Just about fifteen years ago, it was already documented in various studies and 

Eurobarometer surveys that in Britain there was one of the lowest support for the European 

identity (Carey, 2002). In 2015, just a year before the Brexit, Eurobarometer data showed that 

simultaneous support for the national and European identities was the lowest among the UK 

sample (EB, 2015). Such developments and consequences may motivate social scientists and 

policy makers to ask the questions: what are the factors that contribute to identifying oneself 

as European or belonging to particular nationality? Is national identity in the way of 

developing super-ordinate European identity? How can we reconcile national and European 

identities?  
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It is interesting that, even though not part of the European Union, support for 

European identity is quite high in Georgia, a former Soviet country in the south Caucasus 

region. While in many European states, that are now part of the EU, endorsement for the 

‘European identity’ is well below 50% (EB, 2015), the share of Georgians who agree with the 

statement, - ‘I am Georgian and therefore I am European’ is 58% (CRRC, 2017). The reason 

for endorsement of such a statement though, could be somewhat sentimental in the collective 

memory. It is an exact quote from the Council of Europe speech by Zurab Zhvania, a former 

prime minister of Georgia, celebrating the country becoming a member state of the Council 

of Europe in 1999 (Mestvirishvili & Mestvirishvili, 2014). There are no clear signs of 

Georgia becoming a member of the European Union any time soon, but public support for 

joining the EU is stable and relatively high over the years (CRRC, 2018). Backed by political 

and cultural reasons, Georgia is by far the most motivated country in the region to join the 

union (Gappucci, 2013). After collapse of the Soviet Union, Georgia put itself on a fast track 

of westernization and even though political and economic challenges persist, Europe is still 

seen as the only viable option for development and defence from the ‘Russian threat’ in 

public discourse (Beachain & Coene, 2014; Tsuladze, 2017). 

As Eurobarometer survey and a number of scholars suggest, feeling oneself as 

European is related to specific benefits or instrumental factors experienced due to country’s 

EU membership (EB, 2014; Carey, 2002), but cultural attachment to Europe is also relevant 

(Ruiz Jimenez et al., 2004). Two major groups in Georgia, who experience such benefits, are 

Erasmus students funded by European commission and short-term travellers throughout 

Europe’s Schengen zone, not requiring a visa since March 2017 (RFE/RL, 2017). This study 

aims to assess the strength of European and national identities within these groups, 

comparing to their counterparts who have not experienced aforementioned institutional 
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benefits, and check for the social, economic and demographic factors that might have 

contributing and explanatory values for such identities. 

Literature Review 

Georgia’s European identity. While there is no exact definition for “Europeanness”, 

identity itself may have several layers, including geography, culture, religion, political 

direction and so forth. In terms of geography, Georgia is often referred to as a country on the 

brink of Europe or the land on the crossroads of Europe and Asia. Regarding religion, 

Georgians would say they are one of the first Christian states in Europe (second after 

Armenia), formalizing Christianity as an official religion in 327 AD (Gappucci, 2013). 

Crossovers with Greek mythology (Braund, 2003; Lordkipanidze, 2001) and having so far the 

most ancient wine making culture (McGovern, 2017) can often be actively utilized in national 

narrative’s linkage to Europe. Political argument, however, would be stronger as amidst 

imperial clashes and geopolitical reconfigurations over the centuries Georgia was always 

seeking a potential help in the west (Beachain & Coene, 2014; Kakachia & Minesashvili, 

2015). Nearly a century ago, the first Georgian republic was created on the remnants of 

Tsarist Russia and lasted for just four years until it was incorporated back into the USSR. 

Interesting fact about the first republic is that it was a social democracy with constitution 

guaranteed liberal rights and freedoms (Jones, 2005). After the collapse of the Soviet Union 

and especially through the Rose Revolution in 2003, Georgia managed to achieve a peaceful 

change in the governmental power (Kandelaki, 2006), started a quick westernization process 

and pushed every door possible to connect and affiliate itself with the European Union and 

the USA. By StrategEast's (2018) Westernization Index, among post-Soviet countries 

Georgia is the fourth most westernized state after Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia, already the 

members of the EU. At this point, Georgia is a member state of Council of Europe, has 

signed association and free trade agreements with the European Union (Emerson & 
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Kovziridze, 2016), following Eastern Neighborhood Policy and enlargement negotiations of 

the EU and since March 2017, Georgian citizens enjoy visa-free travel to the Schengen Zone 

countries (RFE/RL, 2017). It is not just the government claiming that Georgia is a part of the 

European family and declaring aspirations to join the EU. Georgian public express stable 

support over the years to join the European Union (CRRC, 2018).  

As the EU-Georgia relations grow farther, the research question is - how much does it 

affect the Georgian identity? Do Georgians feel European? As Müller (2011) suggests, EU 

approval in public opinion will depend on tangible benefits and instrumental outcomes. 

While Georgians hope for future benefits, they might also have fears about weakening or 

losing part of their national identity. Although, such predisposition was characteristic for 

central and other eastern European countries as well before joining the EU (Tsuladze, 2017). 

Determinants of the European identity. Scholars are not in full agreement whether 

national identity strengthens or weakens European identity. From 1994 to 2000, 

Eurobarometer used simple direct questions about European and national identities and 

relationship between the two was quite negative. Since 2000, they started using scales and 

more complex measures for identities and suddenly relationship became clearly positive 

(Duchesne & Frognier, 2008). People, who are strongly attached to their local areas, identify 

themselves more with the nation and subsequently with Europe (Schöpflin in Haller and 

Ressler, 2006). It was also found that national and European identities were freely compatible 

in Spain (Medrano & Gutierrez, 2001). Some scholars even suggested that European identity 

depends on national one, in a way that it is negatively related to nationalism and positively to 

patriotism (Meier-Pesti & Kirchler, 2003). Nevertheless, we should not be misled, because in 

some cases strong feelings of national identity could still lead to a lower level of European 

identity. Britain can serve as an example, where college education, high income and other 

instrumental goals or achievements helped European identification, but still, a stronger 
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support for the national identity was diminishing the chances of identifying oneself as 

‘European’ (Carey, 2002). Another issue is the strength of instrumental, utilitarian view of 

European identity in relation to cultural, national one. National identity depends on cultural 

characteristics and uniqueness, whereas European identity bears approach that is more 

instrumental and relies on perceived political or economic benefits. As concept of ‘Europe’ is 

often promoted as a big family of diverse cultures, cultural identity can play its part in 

European identity as well (Ruiz Jimenez et al., 2004). However, perceived benefits and 

harmonization of social welfare systems are still one of the strongest determinants of feeling 

oneself as European (EB, 2014). 

In the EU, there are many mutually funded, cooperation-based projects that run in 

multiple countries at the same time and in diverse spheres, such as arts, science, education, 

etc. Involvement in these projects might serve as a strong determinant of shared European 

identity. Through the network of inter-governmental organizational ties, countries’ 

institutions converge harmonizing their structures and legislations. Consequently, societal 

values and attitudes also tend to get closer (Bonikowski, 2010). This might be a reason why 

Erasmus students often develop stronger European identities. Studies show that those who 

travel and study across Europe identify themselves more as Europeans (Mitchell, 2012; 

Cinnirella, 1997; King & Ruiz-Gelices, 2003). Some scholars, however, think that such 

exchange programs may also misfire. Sigalas (2010) argues that increased socialization with 

the Europeans of other nationalities affects the European identity in a positive, but not a very 

significant manner, as the students tend to stick with the communities of the same nationality 

at the university. Kuhn (2012) suggests that establishing new cross-cultural relationships 

indeed plays a role in forming a stronger European identity, but the programs like Erasmus 

often choose the students who already feel strongly about being European. Interrelation of 

migration and identification will be discussed more widely below. 
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Cultural clusterization – a case for several “Europes”. Relationship between 

specific, national and supranational, European identities probably involves a cognitive 

reconfiguration or re-categorization of one’s own, in-group and others’, out-group cultural 

perceptions. Individuals assess complex set of factors and characteristics to identify 

themselves belonging to a specific culture, society and perceive relative proximity or distance 

with other societies, based on cultural similarities and differences.  

Through stereotype content model, EU citizens assessed the European nations on two 

main dimensions of social perception, - competence and warmth. Three main clusters were 

identified, grouping UK and Germany together (high competence and low warmth), southern 

European countries together (low competence, but high warmth) and almost all the rest of EU 

members in-between these two groups (Cuddy et al., 2009). Eastern Europeans were 

perceived in the US, separately from the rest of Europe, as possessing medium competence 

and relatively low warmth (Lee & Fiske, 2006).  

Another, a more popular way of clustering societies and grouping the cultures comes 

from the world and European value surveys. Based on two main dimensions of 

traditionalism-secularism and survival-self-expression, Europe can be divided in four 

different regions, - English-speaking, Protestant, Catholic and ex-Communist countries. In 

the last region, two additional sub-groups were identified, - Baltic and Orthodox, Georgia 

being included in the latter (Inglehart & Baker, 2000). Such cross-cultural variation shows 

that there is not just one European cluster comprising all the major political actors just in the 

West or in the European Union, but rather an amalgamation of ‘Europes’. 

National and European identities in the European Union. Interrelatedness of 

national and more super-ordinate European identities is not always clearly detectable and 

explainable. Sometimes they appear to be complementary and sometimes contradictory 

towards each other. For instance, if Spanish national and European identities can be nested 
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together (Medrano & Gutierrez, 2001), English identity may reject European compared to the 

Scots or Irish (Carey, 2002). According to Eurobarometer (2015), highest shares of the 

population (more than half) identifying themselves only with their nationality and not being 

European, were in the United Kingdom, Cyprus and Greece, in a respective order. Identifying 

oneself with only national identity without accepting ‘Europeanness’ is the least endorsed in 

Luxemburg, Germany and Malta, also in a respective order. Overall, support of the general 

public for the EU is rising, not declining. In 2018, support for the opinion that one’s own 

country benefited from being a member of the union, recorded the highest score since 1983 

(European Parliament, 2018). 

European Schengen zone mostly overlaps with the EU borders and delivers a free 

movement throughout its member states without tiresome and painful obstacles or formalities 

when crossing the border. Such an opportunity could be considered as a means for both, 

political and cultural identity formation. On the one hand, free movement serves as an 

instrumental goal or a clearly perceived benefit due to country’s membership in the union. On 

the other hand, such an opportunity makes it easier for the European citizens to establish and 

forge meaningful socio-cultural relationships with people of other nationalities and cultural 

backgrounds, across the member states. There are of course not only students who exercise 

the right to free movement. Thousands of EU nationals and the ones holding the Schengen 

visa cross its borders every day for health-related, economic or other purposes, for tourism or 

permanent migration. It is interesting to see how these migratory patterns affect the European 

identity. In the study of intra-European migrants, Braun and Müller (2012) found that when 

migrating to a new country of residence the European identity is positively related to a higher 

education, language fluency and a number of new social contacts. Furthermore, they see the 

European identity as an additional reconcilable asset to the identification with home and host 

countries. Aforementioned factors and demographic characteristics, including migration 
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status, influence identifying oneself as European in British and Turkish samples, but migrant 

or not, Romanians and Spaniards feel strongly Europeans in any case (Pötzschke & Braun, 

2014). Authors of the EUCROSS project suggest that migration acts as a mediating factor for 

the European identification, through increased competency, use of a number of languages and 

developing transnational identities and the sense of a higher subjective wellbeing. Stronger 

identification, however, depends on the feelings of solidarity and long-lasting bonds, not on a 

mere border removal (Recchi, 2014). 

Theory and Hypotheses 

Theoretical framework. As it was addressed above, the network of inter-

governmental organizational ties and relations often perpetuates institutional harmonization 

in the countries that are part of this network. State organizations and their structures are not 

the only ones changing through this process. As they reflect accepted values and norms, 

societies also transform and converge their attitudes and values (Bonikowski, 2010). Indeed, 

material benefit of being a member of the union is not the sole factor why people would 

endorse European identity, institutional and welfare system harmonization across countries 

also play the role (EB, 2014). Bonikowski’s findings are in line with world society systems 

theory, sometimes also referred to as world polity theory. As international non-governmental 

organizations defend and rely on the principles of human rights, social progress and rule of 

law, their work impacts local as well as global political actors to feel pressure and comply 

with universalistic principles or the ones accepted within a specific community, union of the 

states. (Meyer et al., 1997; Boli & Thomas, 1997). 

In our interconnected and globalized world individuals can categorize themselves as 

belonging to multiple groups, networks and thus may develop strong social identities related 

to their nationality, profession, religion, gender or other affiliations (Deaux, 1994). From the 

psychological perspective, scholars who have been working on national and European 
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identities, mostly relied on social identity theory and associated findings. Although, the 

amount of psychological research done on the topic is quite limited to ethnic and national 

studies, social identity perspective can still be used to assess the strength and valence of the 

European identification. Cinnirella (1993) suggested that large-scale social groups, like 

ethnicities or nationalities, may very well serve as the basis for social identity construction 

and there is no need to have an obvious out-group with ascribed negative characteristics. 

Conventionally speaking, social identity theory focuses on the psychological motivation for 

positive self-distinction based on belonging to a certain group or groups. The in-group is 

perceived positively as more important and beneficial then the out-groups. However, social 

categorization theory extends further and adds a cognitive underpinning for social 

categorization. Individuals categorize themselves belonging to certain groups based on 

perceived similarity, for the sake of simplification of complex social environment (Sojka, 

2015). Both functions, perceiving in-group similarity and having a positive self-image, can be 

discussed in case of each country or community in Europe.  

A threat of self-favouritism and bias towards out-groups can be out there as well, 

especially in case of a strong nationalistic identification. Allport’s contact hypothesis 

emphasizes the importance of frequent contacts with an out-group to ameliorate negative 

attitudes or tensions towards them (Brown, 2000). Some prerequisite conditions should be 

given for this to work, including - equal status of the groups, favourable intergroup climate 

for the contact, more than a casual encounter, rewarding outcome and a chance to develop a 

superordinate goal, etc (Amir, 1969). Through a successful cooperation, identifying with 

both, in-group and out-group at the same time, reduces the bias and creates possibilities to 

foster a common in-group identity (Gaertner et al., 1994; Gaertner, Dovidio & Bachman, 

1996). Apart from social identity and contact hypothesis, studies on bicultural identity 

integration suggest that negative intercultural experiences, such as a lack of linguistic 
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adaptability, discrimination and other related issues, work as culturally distancing and 

conflictual agents on the way of bicultural integration (Nguyen & Benet-Martínez, 2007; 

Benet-Martínez & Haritatos, 2005). In the European Union, where the right to free movement 

is highly valued and the states are politically, economically and culturally interdependent, 

aforementioned contacts and everyday relations must affect the state and nature of a common 

European identity. 

Relevance and hypotheses. From the EU enlargement to Brexit, major political 

events have a huge impact on how the definition of "Europe" changes over the decades. 

Studies on European identity have been conducted mostly in western Europe, while many 

eastern European countries, notably those who got their independence after the collapse of 

the Soviet Union, have been somewhat neglected. Georgia, one of such countries and located 

in the Caucasus, is often referred to as being on the crossroads of Europe and Asia. It is 

interesting to see the nature of interplay between national and pan-European identities among 

Georgians, who are eager to become a member state of the EU, to check the circumstances 

and characteristics of this interplay. In times of modern identity politics, facing separatist 

movements and refugee crisis, revival of far-right movements and reshaping European 

Union, it is important to explore identity processes in Eastern Europe, namely in Georgia. 

This could serve as a valuable source of information for the future EU member states’ 

ascension and integration policies, for social and cultural psychological developments in the 

field. 

Having the judgement based mostly on the social identity theory and critically 

reviewed the past literature, the following hypotheses are presented for the study: (1) People 

who have participated in Erasmus, feel more European than people who have only travelled 

visa-free, who in turn feel more European than people who have not used either program. (2) 

National (Georgian) identity is not negatively correlated with European identity in any of the 
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groups. (3) People who have participated in Erasmus have a more positive correlation 

between feeling European and feeling Georgian than people who have only travelled visa-

free, who in turn have a more positive correlation than people who have not used either 

program.  

Since national and European identities can sometimes be either complementary or 

contradictory, it is hard to make any specific prediction in Georgian case, where national-

ethnic identity is highly endorsed especially after collapse of the Soviet Union. Nevertheless, 

as public support for joining the EU is high, it is generally expected that inter-relationship 

between Georgian and European identities will not be of a significantly negative nature for 

any given group. In terms of group comparisons, it is expected that those who experienced 

first-hand institutional benefits of EU-Georgian official relations and ties, namely, Erasmus 

students and visa-free travellers, will demonstrate higher scores for European identity 

compared to other respondents. 

Due to relevance of the research question, design, existing literature, political and 

socio-economic attitudes of Georgians and their future aspirations, the European Union is 

taken as a conceptual framework when referring to ‘Europe’. Original data are collected and 

Georgian students are surveyed online. Additional demographic and socio-cultural factors are 

collected for exploratory and discursive purposes to check how they contribute to the 

formation of these identities.  

Method 

Participants 

The target population for the study was defined as extended student community, 

including those who had an active student status at the moment of filling out the 

questionnaire or have had it within past five years, at any higher educational institution of the 

Republic of Georgia. Such definition made it possible to create enough space to recruit 
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individuals, broadly referred to as students, of any cycle of the studies, not just the 

undergraduate students and the ones holding the bachelor’s degree. Additionally, it enabled 

the sampling process to be more convenient for covering enough participants with Erasmus 

exchange background and visa-free travel experience. 

Individuals, recruited for participation in the study, were assigned to three different 

groups. a) Students who participated in Erasmus+ (formerly, Erasmus Mundus/Erasmus) 

study exchange programs for at least one academic semester; b) Students with visa-free travel 

experience within Europe’s Schengen Zone, after visa-liberalization policy with Georgia 

kicked off in March 2017; c) Control group or those who did not use any of the possibilities 

mentioned above. Inclusive priorities and exclusion criteria were applied in order to properly 

assign participants to these groups. Those with the experience of both, Erasmus and visa-free 

travel, were included in the first group. The reasoning behind the decision is that Erasmus 

students would already have held a national visa or other legal documents, which would grant 

them the right to travel to the rest of the Schengen area without visa-related complications 

and restraints. Additionally, Erasmus students would have already spent at least several 

months in one of the EU/Schengen countries, compared to very limited accessibility for visa-

free travellers. Those who participated in other, non-Erasmus partial or full exchange 

programs with EU/Schengen countries, through bilateral cooperation between Georgian and 

European universities or state funded master degree programs, were included in the sample 

for further analysis only if this condition occurred alongside Erasmus or visa-free travel 

experience. In the same manner, those who travelled to EU or Schengen countries outside of 

a visa-free program within last five years (meaning any visit before March 2017 or the long-

term stays within last two years), were included as valid responses only if they qualified as 

the members of the first two groups. This decision ensured that participants of the study, who 
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were assigned to be the members of three distinct groups, would have had distinct types of 

experience. 

In order to reach the target population, the questionnaire constructed on Qualtrics 

web-based platform was disseminated through Facebook groups of several Georgian higher 

education institutions and to “Cheap Travel – Georgia”, a group mostly related to the 

possibilities and issues of visa-free travel, with more than 100,000 members. The survey 

started on May 22, 2019 and ended on June 2, 2019. A convenience quota sampling was used 

to reach somewhat equal number of participants in each group. In ten days, 538 responses 

were collected, out of which 132 participants abandoned the questionnaire unfinished at some 

point. Furthermore, as a result of screening process in Excel, 74 responses were excluded (12 

who did not give their consent for participation; 50 who did not fall under the definition of 

extended student community; 2 who participated in other non-Erasmus exchange programs; 6 

who travelled to EU/Schengen countries outside the visa-free program; 4 due to other errors).  

The data of 332 valid responses were transferred to SPSS software for further 

analyses. 72.8% of the respondents were female, 26.9% - male, only one participant ascribed 

other gender to themselves. On the ordinal scales for age and educational background, most 

of the participants turned out to be in the age range of 22 to 25 (37.8%) and 26 to 29 (34.7%) 

(M = 2.39, SD = .89), and having master’s degree (47.7%) or bachelor’s degree (31.7%). 

Coding of the variables and general descriptive statistics can be further investigated in the 

Appendices 1 and 3 respectively. Ordinal representation of the age variable, alongside with 

other issues, is explained in the section of ethical considerations. 

Although, Eurobarometer and Caucasus Barometer have abundance of nationally 

representative samples throughout years, they could not have been used for this study as the 

main source of data retrieval, because they either did not include Georgian sample or did not 

identify the respondents with Erasmus and visa-free travel experience. Thus, it was decided 
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to collect original data for the study. Initially, around 200 responses were planned to be 

retrieved for each group, over the period of several weeks. However, due to time constraints, 

332 valid responses were collected over ten days, out of which, 104 were grouped as Erasmus 

students, 132 as visa-free travellers and 96 participants comprised the control group. 

Cinnirella (1993), whose scales of national and European identity were used in this study, 

recruited 107 British and 137 Italian respondents for his study. According to Prajapati, Dunne 

and Armstrong (2010), sample size for ANOVA can be determined using power 

conventionally set at .80 (α = .05), with average effect size (f) of .25 (η2 = .06). Following 

these criteria, G*Power 3 software program yielded the sample size of 156 for three groups in 

total (Faul et al., 2009). Number of recruited participants, somewhat equally distributed 

across the groups, was considered to be sufficient for the statistical analysis performed in this 

study. 

Materials 

The questionnaire, constructed for the survey, contained some brand new questions 

and response sets, as well as the ones already used and adapted for multiple cultures. It was 

divided in four blocks, starting with questions asking respondents to provide information 

related to their travel experience in EU/Schengen countries (1) and checking for their 

Erasmus background and relevant experiences (2). Next, all three groups were redirected to 

the block of the national and European identity perceptions (3). Finally, they were asked 

several questions to get to know their general demographic background (4), mostly adapted 

from Caucasus Barometer (CRRC, 2017). 

The control group members still answered couple of questions from both, travel and 

study related blocks, to follow the requirements of exclusion criteria described above. 

Moreover, they were asked about the willingness of participation in the Erasmus programs if 

they were selected for the upcoming year, as well as about the willingness to travel visa-free 
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to the EU/Schengen countries, if they had enough time and financial means. These questions 

were intended to check if there was any difference or bias in pro-European orientation 

between the control group and the rest of the participants. 

Erasmus students and visa-free travellers answered the questions about their socio-

cultural experiences during their stay in the country of destination, namely, about duration of 

their stay, number of visits to Schengen countries, number of participation in Erasmus 

program. They assessed their overall experience, recalled if they had to deal with the cases of 

discrimination based on their nationality, ethnicity or other characteristics, whether they felt 

cultural shock at some extent and tried to socialize with locals and other Europeans. In order 

to check if the country of destination might have had some effect on their experiences and 

identification, three regions of Europe were given to choose from as their destination. Based 

on the map of world values (Inglehart & Baker, 2000) by countries, three geographic areas 

were chosen: East European Ex-Communist countries, South European mostly Catholic states 

and North-West European mostly Protestant countries. 

In the identity section, which was fully displayed for all three groups, respondents 

answered a number of questions regarding their perceptions and opinions about national 

(Georgian) and European identities. The scales for national and European identities were 

borrowed and translated from Cinnirella’s (1993) study on British and Italian student 

samples. In the original study, principal components analysis was conducted on 7 items with 

varimax rotation to ensure the construct validity and reliability analysis yielded satisfactory 

results (British sample: α =.88; Italian sample: α =.83). In the current study on Georgians, the 

same structure of the scale was maintained and Cronbach’s measure of internal consistency, 

administered on the whole sample, showed that the scale was reliable (α=.82 for the Georgian 

identity scale; α =.84 for the European identity scale).  
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Other than the scales above, based on social identity theories, several single item 

questions were also included for further analysis. For instance, categorical measure of 

identity with interconnected and polarized representation of national and pan-European 

identities, usually used in Eurobarometer (Recchi, 2014); Categorical variable for the 

definitions/aspects of ‘Europeanness’ (geography, history, culture, religion and democracy), 

also inspired by Eurobarometer (Hanquinet & Savage, 2011), was transformed into scale 

variable with 5-point Likert scale for each aspect. One question about the support or 

disapproval of Georgia joining the European Union (CRRC, 2018) was also added, alongside 

simple measures for social capital or the level of trust (Newton, Stolle & Zmerli, 2018) 

towards the general populace of Georgia and Europe. Finally, in order to measure the 

resemblance and overlap of in-group (Georgia) and out-group (Europe), one item was 

borrowed from Schubert and Otten’s (2002) study on pictorial measures for self-

categorization (Please, check Appendix 1 for the details). 

Procedure 

In order to maintain more or less equal number of participants in each group and to 

avoid recruiting of those who dis not fall under the population definition of ‘extended student 

community’, potential members of each group were targeted separately by special disclaimer 

before social media users would open the link to the survey. The text would generally posit 

simple characteristics of the category of people, the study aimed to find for participation in 

the survey. First, Erasmus students were targeted under the category of those who are 

students or have had a student status within the last five years and participated in the Erasmus 

program for at least one academic semester. Next, visa-free travellers were targeted under the 

same student category description, but with any visa-free travel experience. Finally, control 

group was targeted as those fitting in the same student category, but without any travel 

experience to the EU and Schengen countries within the last five years. 
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Likely participants were redirected to Qualtrics online surveying platform to fill out 

the questionnaire. The survey was constructed in such a way, that the members of each group 

would have to answer the questions relevant to only their group. Those with both, Erasmus 

and visa-free travel experience took around 15 minutes to finish the survey, while those in the 

control group usually took 5-10 minutes. Identity and demographic blocks were the same for 

every participant. Before actually starting the survey with the first travel-related block, the 

question regarding student status was displayed. Those who either were not active students or 

had not had a student status in past 5 years were redirected to the end of survey. Most of the 

questions, that were not related to exclusion criteria, skip logic or group definition, were not 

forced upon the participants to be answered in order to progress with the survey and submit 

the answers. 

The questionnaire was created in English and then translated into Georgian. In order 

to ensure the correct translation and conceptual validity of the Georgian version (See 

Appendix 2), a small expert panel of three bilingual individuals with cultural expertise were 

invited for consultation. After final considerations and adjustments, Georgian version of the 

questionnaire was launched for the surveying process. After the termination of data 

collection, answers in several open-ended questions were translated back into English and 

included in the given pre-coded answer set where possible. 

Ethical Considerations 

Before starting the survey, potential respondents had to read the informed consent 

form (See Appendix 1), confirm that they were adults and gave their consent for participation 

in the study. In the informed consent form, they were given the information about aims and 

objectives of the study, a brief description of questions that would be asked. Moreover, they 

were reminded about the voluntary basis for participation and the principles of informational 

safety, anonymity and confidentiality, which were strictly followed through. At last, 
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participants were provided with the contact details of the author and the supervisor of the 

study at the University of Oslo. 

Before commencing the study, the project was submitted for ethical review and got 

the approval from the internal research ethics committee of the department of psychology, at 

the University of Oslo. The following documents were provided: a full project description, 

the questionnaire, the informed consent form and the data management plan. Following the 

committee guidelines, in order to ensure the anonymity of the participants and exclude any 

chance of identifying individual persons directly or indirectly, a number of measures were 

applied. For instance, the age question was given with the set response categories of small 

range age groups, travel-related questions ask for identifying a cluster of countries instead of 

naming a specific country of destination, etc. Additionally, to ensure informational safety and 

anonymity, Qualtrics’ platform features were used to prevent tracking any identifying data, 

such as email or IP addresses. As a result, the information gathered through the questionnaire 

cannot be used, either directly or in combination, to identify someone.  

Results 

Overview of Analyses 

Three main hypotheses were outlined in the introduction of this paper and relevant 

tests and results are discussed in the remaining sections. Additionally, inclusion of multiple 

variables and additional information retrieved during the survey, allowed analytic process to 

go beyond hypotheses and check the predictive values for a set of socio-political, cultural, 

economic and demographic factors. Linearity, normality of distribution, homogeneity of 

variance and other assumptions (Field, 2013) were checked before administering proper 

statistical tests. Effect sizes and confidence intervals (95%) are reported where applicable. 

Descriptive statistics are reported and discussed throughout the results’ section, but general 
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descriptive statistics for all the survey variables used in the study can be found in the 

Appendix 3.  

In the first part of the results’ section, a more specific focus on the group level 

allowed to check potential interrelations of identities and experiences related to visa-free 

travel and Erasmus participation. Crosstabs and correlations (Spearman’s Rho), Kruskal-

Wallis H and paired samples T tests were conducted for the purpose of general descriptive 

and exploratory analyses. 

One-way ANOVA with three conditions (Erasmus students x Visa-free travellers x 

Control group) and correlational analyses were applied to test the hypotheses in the second 

part of the results’ section. The design for ANOVA was quasi-experimental, because the 

respondents were not randomly assigned to the control and experimental groups. Their 

belongingness to any particular group was beyond of the experimental control, as their 

student or travel status was of a pre-existing nature and could not be manipulated. For the 

first hypothesis, dependent variable was the strength/level of European identity, which 

referred to a simple average score on the scale of European identity by Cinnirella (1993). 

Independent variable was group belongingness, which had three levels to it: Erasmus students 

and visa-free travellers that accounted for the two experimental groups and finally, the 

control group whose members had not travelled to the EU or Schengen countries within the 

last five years. For the second hypothesis, valence of the correlation (dependent variable; 

checked using Pearson’s R) between Georgian and European identities was checked for the 

groups separately (independent variable). For the third hypothesis, conditions and variables 

were similar as for the second one, but strength of the correlation was added into 

consideration.  

In the third and final part of the results’ section, regression analysis was administered 

to check for the predictors of the European identity among Georgians. Almost all the 
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questions asked equally across the groups, meaning a number of study and travel-related 

variables, socio-cultural opinions and demographic characteristics, were included in the 

model of multiple hierarchical regression as independent variables or predictors of the 

European identity (dependent variable). Simple moderation analysis was also conducted, 

testing an influence of the Georgian identity on the European one, with a joint effect of 

Georgian-European perceptive closeness or pan-European in-group perception. Additional 

statistical tools were used to conduct moderation analysis and obtain heteroscedasticity 

adjusted standard errors for the regression analysis (Hayes & Cai, 2007; Hayes, 2018). 

Exploratory Analyses for the Groups 

For roughly half of the short-term travellers (48.1%) visa-free experience was the first 

time when they visited other European countries. Most of them used this chance to visit the 

South European countries (43.8%), then mostly protestant (32%) and ex-Communist states 

(24.2%) respectively. Erasmus students followed the same trend for their study destinations, 

but the distribution was almost equal. Thus, no significant difference was found on a group 

level, χ2(2, 232) = 1.06, p = .588. At the same time, their majority (67.3%) had already been 

to other EU/Schengen countries before Erasmus participation. Across the groups, those who 

identified themselves as “Georgian and European” or “European and Georgian”, accounted 

for the absolute majority. Even without any merge, 78.1% of the Erasmus students, 74.8% of 

the visa-free travellers and 72.9% of the control group members considered themselves to be 

in the first category. No Chi-square test was conducted in this case due to a very scarce 

distribution across the rest of the categories. 

In the groups of Erasmus students and visa-free travellers, country of destination was 

used as an independent variable and its potential effect was checked on the strength of 

European identification. Using Kruskal-Wallis H test, identity mean scores were compared 

among three groups: those who travelled to Central and Eastern European ex-Communist 
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countries (1), those who travelled to South European, mostly Catholic countries (2) and those 

who stayed in the Western and Northern European, mostly Protestant states (3). There was no 

statistically significant difference for the strength of identification by the grouped countries of 

destination, H(2) = 1.08, p = .583, with a mean rank of 116,6 for the first group, 111.7 for the 

second one and 122.4 for the third group. 

Dummy coded demographic variables were checked for the group-related statistics. 

Erasmus students and visa-free travellers were almost equally distributed across two age 

groups, young adults (18-25 years old) and those who were 26 or older. A little bit more than 

half of them, 53.3% and 52.7% respectively, belonged to the older age group. While in the 

control group, 73.7% were young adults, χ2(2, 331) = 19.42, p < .001. No significant group 

differences were observed in case of gender, χ2(2, 330) = .98, p = .612. Although, the sample 

was quite unbalanced, roughly 70% of respondents in each group being female. Moreover, 

65.7% of Erasmus students held graduate degrees, the number went down for the control 

group (33.7%), and slightly exceeded (54.2%) the number of those with partial or full higher 

education (Bachelor degree) in the visa-free travellers, χ2(2, 331) = 20.93, p < .001. In 

addition, 90.4% of Erasmus students reported their English competence to be advanced. 71% 

of visa-free travellers and 47.4% of those in the control group reported the same, χ2(2, 330) = 

44.05, p < .001. Most of the respondents in each group assessed their household’s current 

economic condition to be fair, while the levels of religiosity were rather erratically distributed 

across the groups. 

Using the group-specific information, Spearman’s bivariate correlations were 

conducted for Erasmus students and visa-free travellers, whereas most of the general 

questions that were asked across all three groups, were included in the regression model 

(Please, refer to the final part of the results’ section).  
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In case of visa-free travellers, European identity was positively correlated with local 

socialization (rs = .22, p = .011) and keeping the ties afterwards (rs = .21, p = .017). 

Frequency of visits was positively correlated with the number of European languages a 

respondent can speak (rs = .20, p = .026). The number of days spent in the EU/Schengen 

countries was correlated with the cases of discrimination, but also with socialization (rs = .38, 

p < .001) and keeping the ties with the new acquaintances (rs = .41, p < .001). Discrimination 

itself was in negative correlation with the overall visa-free experience (rs = -.26, p = .010). 

Level of socialization with locals and other Europeans (rs = .25, p = .004), as well as keeping 

the ties afterwards (rs = .26, p = .003), were in a positive correlation with multiple language 

competences.  

In case of Erasmus students, European identity was positively correlated with general 

trust towards Georgians (rs = .20, p = .036), overall Erasmus experience (rs = .23, p = .018), 

local socialization (rs = .21, p = .031) and keeping ties afterwards (rs = .28, p = .004). Trust 

towards fellow Georgians was negatively correlated with the cases of discrimination (rs = -

.21, p = .032). The length of Erasmus was in correlation with number of EU or Schengen 

countries visited during their stay (rs = .48, p < .001), keeping ties with new acquaintances (rs 

= .31, p = .001) and the severity of self-reported cultural shock (rs = .22, p = .022). 

Discriminatory experiences were in a negative correlation with the overall experience (rs = -

.40, p < .001). Degree of perceived cultural shock was also positively correlated with keeping 

the social ties after the program ended.  

In order to compare the strength of the Georgian and European identities, paired 

samples T tests were conducted for the groups separately. In the control condition, difference 

between the average scores of European (M = 4.88, SD = .99) and Georgian (M = 5.48, SD = 

.89) identities was significant, t(90) = -4.44, p < .001, r = .42, CI = -.88, -.34. In the group of 

visa-free travellers, no significant difference was found between European (M = 5.49, SD = 
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.88) and Georgian (M = 5.27, SD = .97) identities, t(129) = 1.95, p = .054, CI = -.00, .45. 

Finally, in the group of Erasmus students, difference between the scores of European (M = 

5.66, SD = .89) and Georgian (M = 5.29, SD = 1.19) identities was significant, t(102) = 2.73, 

p = .008, r = .26, CI = .10, .65. Overall, the control group had a significantly higher Georgian 

identity, while Erasmus students had a significantly higher European identity. Furthermore, 

independent samples T test showed that compared to the control group (M = 3.84, SD = 

1.38), Erasmus students were more willing to participate in another study program if selected 

(M = 4.22, SD = 1.26), t(198) = 2.02, p = .045, d = .29, CI = .01, .75. They were also more 

likely to travel visa-free (M = 4.90, SD = .34), than the control group (M = 4.74, SD = .53), if 

there were enough time and financial means for the upcoming year, t(159) = 2.46, p = .015, d 

= .36, CI = .03, .28. Visa-free travellers were more likely to travel (M = 4.93, SD = .36) more 

compared to the control group (M = 4.74, SD = .53), t(156) = 3.08, p = .002, d = .42, CI = 

.07, .32. No significant difference was found in terms of willingness to participate in Erasmus 

between the two and no difference was found between Erasmus students and visa-free 

travellers in either case.  

Testing the Hypotheses 

To test the first hypothesis (People who have participated in Erasmus, feel more 

European than people who have only travelled visa-free, who in turn feel more European than 

people who have not used either program), European identity scale averages were calculated. 

The Scores were checked for central tendency measures and distribution normality across the 

groups. Only four outliers were excluded based on boxplots (2 from the control group and 

each per experimental group) and a decision was made to proceed with the parametric 

measures.  

A one-way between subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the groups of 

Erasmus students (N=104), visa-free travellers (N=130) and the control condition (N=94) on 
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the strength of European identity. Levene’s test of homogeneity of variances was not 

significant and thus, equal variances were assumed. There was a significant group-level 

difference on the measure of European identity, F(2, 325) = 20.53, p =.000, f  = .34. Planned 

contrasts measure was applied to check the differences between the control and experimental 

conditions. The mean identity score for the experimental groups were significantly higher 

than for the control group (M = 4.86, SD = .99, CI = 7.66, 5.07), t(325) = 6.33, p < .001, r = 

.33. No significant difference was found in the contrast of experimental groups of Erasmus 

students (M = 5.66, SD = .89, CI = 5.49, 5.83) and visa-free travellers (M = 5.49, SD = .88, 

CI = 5.34, 6.65), t(325) = 1.37, p = .173. Group-level means and error bars for the European 

identity scale average scores can be found on Figure 1 below. 

 

Figure 1. Simple error bars for the means of European identity scores by respondent’s group affiliation. 

Erasmus students and visa-free travellers have a higher European identification compared to the control group. 

No significant difference detected between the experimental groups. 
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Additionally, Gabriel’s post hoc test was administered to check for the between group 

differences separately. On average, those in the group of Erasmus students (M = 5.66, SD = 

.89) felt more European than those in the control group (M = 4.86, SD = .99), p < .001, CI = 

.48, 1.11. Also, those in the group of visa-free travellers (M = 5.49, SD = .88) felt more 

European than those in the control group (M = 4.86, SD = .99), p < .001, CI = .33, .93. Just as 

in the planned contrasts, no significant difference was found between the groups of Erasmus 

and visa-free travellers, p = .433, CI = -.12, .45. To sum up, the group of Erasmus students 

did not feel more European than visa-free travellers, whereas, both groups felt significantly 

more European than those in the control condition. Thus, the proposed hypothesis was only 

partially accepted. 

As it was shown in the exploratory analysis, the participants in the control group were 

younger, less fluent in English and had reached partial or full higher education (Bachelor 

level). There was no correlation between age and European identity (rs = .09, p = .110), but 

the identity scores were in a significant positive relationship with the level of education (rs = 

.12, p = .036) and English fluency (rs = .21, p < .001). ANCOVA tests were run to control for 

the latter two. Education as a covariate, was not significantly related to European 

identification, F(1, 331) = .65, p = .420. English fluency, on the other hand, was related to 

identification, F(1, 330) = 5.31, p = .022, r = .13, but group belongingness was still a 

significant factor even after controlling for language, F(2, 330) = 13.72, p < .001, η2 = .07. 

Post hoc Bonferroni test demonstrated the same picture of group differences as in one-way 

ANOVA above. 

To test the second hypothesis (Georgian identity is not negatively correlated with 

European identity in any of the groups), correlational analysis was conducted between 

Georgian and European identities, separately for each group and in total for the whole 

sample. Pearson’s correlation did not show any significant results, either for the whole 
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sample, r = .02, p = .737 or the groups separately: Erasmus students, r = .13, p = .209, visa-

free travellers, r = -.01, p = .920, and control group r = .03, p = .751. In the case of visa-free 

travellers, the valence of correlation coefficient was negative, but it was extremely close to 

zero and the relationship itself was non-significant like in the rest of the cases. Thus, the 

proposed hypothesis, that Georgian and European identities would not be negatively 

correlated in any of the groups, could be accepted. 

In case of the third hypothesis, since the correlation of Georgian and European 

identities was insignificant in any of the groups, there was no more point in comparing the 

strength of correlations among the groups. In other circumstances, if the correlations were 

significant, r to z transformation could be applied and the final judgement could be made 

using observed z values. Thus, the third hypothesis (Erasmus students have a more positive 

correlation between feeling European and feeling Georgian than people who have only 

travelled visa-free, who in turn have a more positive correlation than the control group 

members) was set aside without any conclusive call on acceptance or rejection.  

Predictors of the European Identity 

Multiple hierarchical regression analysis was used to test the predictive value of a set 

of socio-cultural and demographic factors for the European identity. In the first block of 

entry, several variables were included in the model, related to the socio-economic benefits of 

the EU-Georgia relations. In the second round of entry, variables related to the perceptions of 

cultural closeness and similarity were included in the model. The final model consisted of the 

said variables and mostly dummy coded demographics in addition. For the first run (R2 = .29, 

p < .001; ∆R2 = .20, p < .001 for the second model; ∆R2 = .01, p = .463 for the third model), 

assumptions of linearity, homoscedasticity, independence of errors and other considerations 

(Field, 2013) were followed through and efforts were made to reduce corresponding bias. 

Based on standardized residuals, Cook’s distance, covariance ratio and Mahalanobis distance, 
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a number of influential cases and outliers were excluded from further analysis (26 cases in 

total). No multicollinearity issues were detected, Durbin-Watson statistic was close to 2, 

assuming the independence of errors. The measure of adjusted standard errors (Hayes & Cai, 

2007) was also applied for potential heteroscedasticity issues. 

For the second and final run, the results of the regression analysis indicated that the 

first model explained 31.4% of the variance (R2 = .31, F(4,288) = 33.01, p < .001), while the 

second model explained 51.2% (∆R2 = .20, ∆F(7,281) = 16.23, p < .001). The third one did 

not make any significant contribution towards overall improvement of the model, with 52.1% 

of the variance (∆R2 = .01, ∆F(6,275) = .87, p = .515). The following variables were found to 

have significant predictive values for the European identity: belonging to the experimental 

group (β = .14, p = .011), supporting the idea of Georgia joining the EU (β = .31, p < .001), 

perceived closeness of Georgia and Europe (β = .11, p = .026), general social trust towards 

Europeans (β = .16, p = .003). For the questions, asking the participants to identify the 

common features between Europe and Georgia, following variables had significant predictive 

value for the European identity: shared history (β = .19, p = .004), shared culture (β = .13, p = 

.048) and democratic values (β = .12, p = .043). Detailed results are reported on Table 1 

below. 

Table 1. Results for hierarchical regression analysis. Regression coefficients, standard errors, standardized betas 

and 95% confidence intervals are reported.*In the final model, p values are reported based on the 

heteroscedasticity adjustments. See notes below the table for the legend to the variables. 

Model 1 b 95% CI SE b β p 

Constant 1.36 -0.30 3.01 0.84 
 

.108 

COVSEXP (0, 1) 0.35 0.14 0.56 0.11 0.17 .001 

I5 0.72 0.57 0.88 0.08 0.47 < .000 

T11 0.06 -0.29 0.40 0.18 0.02 .735 
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S13 0.04 -0.03 0.11 0.03 0.06 .226 

Model 2 b 95% CI SE b β p 

Constant 0.02 -1.44 1.48 0.74 
 

.974 

COVSEXP (0, 1) 0.33 0.15 0.50 0.09 0.16 < .001 

I5 0.48 0.33 0.62 0.07 0.31 < .001 

T11 0.06 -0.24 0.36 0.15 0.02 .683 

S13 0.04 -0.02 0.09 0.03 0.05 .222 

I8 0.07 0.01 0.14 0.03 0.11 .022 

I6 0.13 0.06 0.21 0.04 0.15 .001 

I4_1 0.10 0.00 0.19 0.05 0.10 .041 

I4_2 0.19 0.08 0.30 0.05 0.19 .001 

I4_3 0.13 0.01 0.24 0.06 0.12 .035 

I4_4 -0.04 -0.14 0.05 0.05 -0.04 .393 

I4_5 0.11 0.02 0.20 0.05 0.12 .020 

Model 3 b 95% CI SE b β p* 

Constant 0.17 -1.42 1.77 0.81 
 

.832 

COVSEXP (0, 1) 0.27 0.08 0.47 0.10 0.13 .011 

I5 0.47 0.33 0.62 0.07 0.31 < .001 

T11 0.04 -0.27 0.34 0.16 0.01 .825 

S13 0.03 -0.03 0.09 0.03 0.04 .355 

I8 0.08 0.01 0.14 0.03 0.11 .026 

I6 0.15 0.07 0.22 0.04 0.16 .003 

I4_1 0.10 0.00 0.20 0.05 0.10 .054 

I4_2 0.19 0.08 0.30 0.06 0.19 .004 

I4_3 0.13 0.01 0.25 0.06 0.13 .083 
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I4_4 -0.05 -0.15 0.05 0.05 -0.05 .320 

I4_5 0.11 0.02 0.20 0.05 0.12 .043 

AGE (0, 1) -0.05 -0.24 0.14 0.10 -0.03 .600 

SEX (0, 1) -0.11 -0.30 0.08 0.10 -0.05 .342 

EDU (0, 1) 0.02 -0.17 0.20 0.10 0.01 .858 

ENG (0, 1) 0.12 -0.07 0.31 0.10 0.06 .220 

D4 -0.04 -0.11 0.03 0.04 -0.06 .244 

D5 0.03 -0.09 0.14 0.06 0.02 .676 

Note: COVSEXP: respondent’s group, compared to control; I5: support for the EU membership; T11: 

willingness to travel visa-free; S13: willingness to go on Erasmus; I8: perceived intergroup closeness; I6: trust 

towards Europeans; I4_1-5: shared geography, history, culture, religion, democratic values; AGE: older 

compared to young adults; EDU: higher compared to partial or full BA degree; SEX: compared to females; 

ENG: high language skills to lower; D4: religiosity; D5: household’s economic assessment. 

A simple moderation analysis using PROCESS tool (Hayes, 2018) was also 

conducted to check the predictive value of Georgian identity for the European one, using 

perceived closeness of Europe and Georgia (from dissociation to high group overlap) as a 

moderator. Overall, the model explained only 16% of variance, which was quite small but 

still a significant result, R2 = .16, F(3, 326) = 20.83, p < .001. Georgian identity (b = -.02, 

t(326)= -.35, p = .730, CI = -.12, 08) itself did not predict the European one, but perceived 

closeness (b = .29, t(326)= 7.58, p < .001, CI = .21, .36) and interaction effect (b = .08, 

t(326)= 2.21, p = .028, CI = .01, .14) of both predictors were significant. Simple slopes 

analysis showed that for low perceived group association of Europe and Georgia (b = -.15, 

t(326) = -1.97, p = .050, CI = -.31, .00), there was a very slight decrease in the European 

identity. In the average (b = -.02, t(326) = -.39, p = .699, CI = -.12, .08) and high (b = .12, 

t(326) = 1.46, p = .145, CI = -.04, .28) cases of association or group overlap, Georgian 

identity did not predict the European one. To sum up, when the perception of intergroup 
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closeness was very low, Georgian identity negatively predicted the European one, but the 

effect was very small. In any other case, prediction was not significant. In cases of Erasmus 

students and visa-free travellers, no interaction effect was found between Georgian and 

European identities, when moderated by the experience of discrimination in their respective 

countries of destination. 

Discussion 

The aim of this study was to investigate the strength of European identity among 

Georgian students, to analyse the interplay of Georgian and European identities, to check for 

various socio-political, cultural, demographic factors and their predictive values for the 

relevant identification. To be precise, the European identity was significantly higher in the 

groups of Erasmus students and visa-free travellers, when compared to the control group 

members, even after the demographic variables were controlled for. No meaningful 

difference was found between the former two. There was no significant negative or positive 

correlation between the national and European identities in any of the groups. Furthermore, 

the Erasmus students felt more European and endorsed pan-European identity more than the 

national one, while the control group members felt more particularistic about being Georgian. 

Nevertheless, it is worth noting that most of the respondents across the groups identified 

themselves both as Georgians and Europeans.  

Participation in Erasmus program or visa-free travel, high support of Georgia’s EU 

membership, high social trust towards Europeans, perceived closeness or overlap of Georgia 

and Europe are those socio-economic or political aspects that can significantly predict how 

strongly Georgians feel about being European. Cultural aspects, like the perceptions of shared 

history, culture and democratic values can also strongly predict the European identity. Being 

on the edge of Europe and Asia, it was not a surprise that the perception of common 

geography was not a strong predictor, but it was quite unexpected that religion did not play 
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any role either. Although, the category of shared religion might have had some conceptual 

overlap with culture. In accordance to the previous literature, the findings show that 

instrumental and socio-cultural aspects play important roles for the European identification 

(Carey, 2002; Ruiz Jimenez et al., 2004), while demographic aspects are more of a secondary 

nature.  

Following the paradigms of world society systems and social identity theories, it can 

be said that Georgian Erasmus students and visa-free travellers have the opportunities of 

migration throughout Europe (EU/Schengen states) and meanwhile they can be strongly 

affected by the institutional norms and regulations that promote the harmonization process on 

the levels of state and culture (Bonikowski, 2010; Meyer et al., 1997). They are quite 

different from the rest of the students, as they experience the benefits of the EU-Georgia 

bilateral cooperation, free education, ease of travel, substantial scholarships or insurance 

coverage. Among many other things, they get to know other European cultures, socialize with 

locals and build the new relationships, basis for the minimal social capital. Such experiences 

may have resulted in increased perceptions of similarity and closeness with average 

Europeans, with already given benefits working as potential reasons for the feeling of 

positive distinctiveness when compared to their peers who have not yet experienced the 

aforementioned benefits. Both of these features are important motivators for a strong in-

group identification (Sojka, 2015; Hogg et al., 2004).  

Members of the experimental groups, especially the Erasmus students, who exercise 

the said opportunities, are on a somewhat equal footing alongside their European peers and 

possess a continuous possibility for the cultural interaction. According to the contact 

hypothesis, such circumstances can serve as a fruitful ground to bolster a common ingroup 

identification (Brown, 2000; Gaertner et al., 1994). Being extensively exposed to the new 

local culture may have its rewards and downsides. For instance, in cases of longer and 
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frequent stays in their countries of destination, visa-free travellers and Erasmus students 

visited more countries, socialized more with locals and other Europeans and kept ties with 

them after returning home. Similar findings were reported in intra-EU migration studies 

(Braun & Müller, 2012). However, they were also more likely to experience discrimination or 

cultural shock. It is generally expected that cases like discrimination negatively affects the 

chances of bicultural integration (Nguyen & Benet-Martínez, 2007), but discrimination did 

not play any significant moderating role for Georgian-European identification. Indeed, Erisen 

(2016) found that when experiencing the cases of discrimination, immigrants of non-EU 

origin endorsed the European identity in contrast to the national identity of the host country. 

In the present study, positive and negative experiences might have balanced each other out. 

Erasmus students reported stronger feelings of European identity, confirming the 

findings of the previous studies (Mitchell, 2012; Cinnirella, 1997) and the Georgian and 

European identities were not contradictory, unlike the British for instance (Carey, 2002). 

However, the question of pro- or anti-European bias (Kuhn, 2012) when choosing or 

disregarding the options of Erasmus participation or visa-free travel, is still relevant, 

underlying the flaw of the quasi-experimental design of the study. Erasmus students 

expressed more willingness to participate in either program, compared to the control group, 

but visa-free travellers were only more eager to travel. Moreover, willingness to participate in 

Erasmus or in visa-free travel did not have any predictive values in the regression model for 

the European identification. Whether a matter of personal preferences or bias, it could be a 

hint on additivity as well. Curtis (2014) found that superordinate European identification was 

positively related to the length of the country’s EU membership, meaning that in such a 

context European identity simply becomes more salient. In case of visa-free travellers, the 

identity probably becomes more salient the more they travel, whereas for the control group it 

is not as important yet. 
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Based on world values survey (Inglehart & Baker, 2000), it was interesting to check 

whether Georgian Erasmus students and visa-free travellers would feel any more European in 

case they were staying in post-Soviet or post-Communist EU member states, due to cultural 

and territorial closeness or common past. Any potential link between the likely strength of 

European identification and countries of destination was not identified. However, due to 

study limitations regarding personal data retrieval, the countries were grouped together in the 

most compact manner (for example, Anglophonic countries were included in the group of 

western Protestant states), which might have affected theoretical underpinnings.  

For the future studies, a larger sample with more balanced gender representation and 

detailed personal experiences will allow to conduct more reliable analyses on a group level. 

Pre-testing the newly constructed or translated questionnaires and scales is also advisable. 

The future research, in collaboration with the local institutions, could focus more on the pre- 

and post-assessments of respondents’ identification to measure any change or fluctuation in 

national and European identities before and after participation in the Erasmus program or 

visa-free travel. 

To conclude, investigating the interplay of national and European identities, this study 

showed that there is no significant positive or negative correlation between Georgian and 

European identities. However, the strength of European identification is higher in the groups 

of Erasmus students and visa-free travellers, compared to those who have not participated in 

either program. Despite group-related differences and other peculiarities, majority of the 

respondents in every group identify themselves as Georgian and European at the same time. 
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Appendix 1 

A Questionnaire (English version) 

A study on Georgian-European identities - Informed Consent 

Background and purpose 

The purpose of this project is to study the perceptions of European and national identities 

among Georgians, namely those who are students at this moment or have had a student status 

(BA, MA or PhD) in the past five years. The project is a master thesis at the Department of 

Psychology of the University of Oslo (UiO) and part of the Erasmus Mundus Joint Master 

Degree program of Global Minds – Psychology of Global Mobility, Inclusion and Diversity 

in Society. 

What does participation in the study involve? 

This study is a questionnaire where you will be asked to answer a number of questions. You 

will be asked about your study experience in Georgian and European universities, your travel 

experience to the European countries. Then you will be asked some questions about national 

and cultural identity. Finally, we will be interested to get some demographic information 

about you, like your sex, age, education, etc. Almost every single question has given answers 

to choose from (unless you decide to provide additional information or explanation), so you 

will need only around 15 minutes to complete the survey. 

What will happen with the information about you? 

Your participation in this study is fully anonymous and we do not collect any data that can be 

used for identification of any individual person. All the information will be treated 

confidentially. Only the master student and the project supervisor will have access to the 

collected data. All data will be stored in password-locked computers. The participants and 

their responses will not be recognizable in the publication of this study. 

Voluntary participation 
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Participation in this study is voluntary. You can withdraw your consent without stating any 

reason and cancel the survey at any time. In that case, the data that has been registered will 

not be saved or used in the study. 

If you have any questions about the study, please, contact the master student responsible for 

this study: Tornike Bakakuri, tornikeb@student.sv.uio.no or supervisor: Beate Seibt, 

beate.seibt@psykologi.uio.no.  

You must be an adult (at least 18 years old) to participate in the study. 

If you have read this information and wish to participate in the study, you must give consent 

to participation. To do so, you can mark the consent option below and start the survey. 

 I confirm that I am an adult (at least 18 years old) and I give my consent to participate 

in this study. 

 I do not give consent. 

1. Introduction and travel information 

S1. Are you or have you been a student at a Georgian higher education institution in the last 5 

years (Bachelor, Master or PhD level)? 

 Yes 

 No 

T1. Since March 2017, citizens of Georgia can travel visa-free to Europe’s Schengen Area 

countries [26 countries of Europe and Schengen candidate countries: Bulgaria, Romania, 

Croatia and Cyprus]. Have you exercised this possibility by now? 

 Yes 

 No 

T2. Please, select a region below that includes your country of destination as a visa-free 

traveller (Since March 2017): 

[In case of multiple experiences, please, answer for the first time] 
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 Region A [Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Romania, Bulgaria, Croatia, Slovakia, Slovenia, 

Hungary, Czech Republic, Poland] 

 Region B [Greece, Cyprus, Malta, Italy, Spain, Portugal, France, Belgium, Austria, 

Luxembourg, Lichtenstein] 

 Region C [Germany, Switzerland, Finland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Netherlands, 

Iceland] 

 Other 

T3. In total, how many times have you used visa-free travel option?  

……………. times. 

T4. In total, how many days have you spent in these countries approximately? 

……………. days. 

T5. During your visa-free travel, did you experience any kind of discrimination based on your 

ethnicity, nationality or other characteristics? 

Never Rarely Sometimes Often Very often 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

T6. On the scale from 1 (very negative) to 5 (very positive), how would you describe your 

visa-free travel experience overall? 

Very negative More negative, 

than positive 

Neither 

negative, nor 

positive 

More positive, 

than negative 

Very positive 

1 2 3 4 5 

T7. During your visa-free stay, did you interact/socialize with locals or other Europeans? 

 No, not at all 

 Only on a superficial, non-personal level 
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 Yes, I had a few nice conversations 

 Yes, I participated in different events or social activities with them 

 Yes, I became friends with people 

T8. Do you still keep in touch with them as friends, acquaintances, etc. after leaving the 

country? 

 No, not at all 

 Only following on social media 

 Yes, we are frequently in touch on social media or by e-mail 

 Yes, we talk to each other (by skype, telephone, etc.) 

 Yes, we have seen each other again 

T9. Was you visa-free travel experience the first time when you had a chance to visit other 

European country/countries? 

 Yes 

 No 

T10. Would you say that you experienced any kind of cultural shock while you were staying 

there? On the scale from 1 to 5, please indicate below to what degree did you experience 

culture shock. 

(If you travelled visa-free to Schengen area more than once, please, answer for the first time) 

[Culture shock: a sense of confusion and uncertainty about the culture sometimes with 

feelings of anxiety]  

Not at all Small degree Moderate 

degree 

High degree Very high 

degree 

1 2 3 4 5 
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T11. If you had enough time and financial means, how likely is it that you would use visa-

free travel option in the upcoming year? 

Very unlikely Somewhat 

unlikely 

Neither likely or 

unlikely 

Somewhat 

likely 

Very likely 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

T12. Outside of visa-free travel program, have you ever travelled to EU or Schengen 

countries? [long-term stays or any visit before visa-liberalization] 

 Yes 

 No 

T13. If yes, how long ago was your last visit? 

 Within past 5 years 

 5 years ago 

2. Erasmus and study information 

S2. While being a student, have you participated in Erasmus+ (formerly, Erasmus 

Mundus/Erasmus) study exchange programs? 

[At least one full semester academic exchange] 

 Yes [-> S3] 

 No [-> S15] 

S3. Please, select a region below that includes your Erasmus host country: 

[In case of multiple participation in Erasmus, please, answer for the first experience] 

 Region A [Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Romania, Bulgaria, Serbia, Northern 

Macedonia, Croatia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Hungary, Czech Republic, Poland] 

 Region B [Greece, Cyprus, Malta, Italy, Spain, Portugal, France, Belgium, Austria, 

Andorra, Luxembourg, Lichtenstein] 
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 Region C [Great Britain, Ireland, Germany, Switzerland, Finland, Denmark, Norway, 

Sweden, Netherlands, Iceland] 

 Other 

S4. In total, how long have you been an Erasmus student? 

 One academic semester 

 One academic year 

 Three academic semesters 

 Two academic years 

 More [Please, specify …………] 

S5. In total, how many times have you been an Erasmus student?  

(For example, once on BA level and once on MA level would count as "2" times) 

………………. Times. 

S6. During your Erasmus stay, how many EU or Schengen countries did you visit? 

………………………….. countries.  

S7. During your Erasmus stay, did you experience any kind of discrimination based on your 

ethnicity, nationality or other characteristics? 

Never Rarely Sometimes Often Very often 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

S8. On the scale from 1 (very negative) to 5 (very positive), how would you describe your 

Erasmus experience? 

Very negative More negative, 

than positive 

Neither 

negative, nor 

positive 

More positive, 

than negative 

Very positive 
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1 2 3 4 5 

 

S9. During you Erasmus stay, did you interact/socialize with local or other European 

students? 

 No, not at all 

 Only on a superficial, non-personal level 

 Yes, I had a few nice conversations 

 Yes, I participated in different events or social activities with them 

 Yes, I became friends with people 

S10. Do you still keep in touch with them as friends, acquaintances, etc. after finishing 

Erasmus? 

 No, not at all 

 Only following on social media 

 Yes, we are frequently in touch on social media or by e-mail 

 Yes, we talk to each other (by skype, telephone, etc.) 

 Yes, we have seen each other again 

S11. Was your Erasmus experience the first time when you had a chance to visit other 

European country? 

[EU or Schengen countries] 

 Yes 

 No 

S12. Would you say that you experienced any kind of cultural shock while you were staying 

there? On the scale from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very high degree), please indicate below to what 

degree did you experience culture shock. 

(If you participated in Erasmus more than once, please, answer for the first time) 
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[Culture shock: a sense of confusion and uncertainty about the culture sometimes with 

feelings of anxiety]  

Not at all Small degree Moderate 

degree 

High degree Very high 

degree 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

S13. If you were accepted by the Erasmus program for the upcoming year, how likely is it 

that you would participate? 

[For example, one semester/one year of studies or the whole MA/PhD program] 

Very unlikely Somewhat 

unlikely 

Neither likely or 

unlikely 

Somewhat 

likely 

Very likely 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

S14. Did you participate in any other non-Erasmus study exchange [partial or full] programs 

with EU or Schengen countries? 

[For example, semester exchange through bilateral cooperation programs between Georgian 

and European universities, full MA programs in the EU countries funded by Georgian 

government, etc.] 

 Yes 

 No 

3. Identity block. 

I1. Do you consider yourself as… 

 Georgian, but not European 

 Georgian and European 

 European and Georgian 
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 European, but not Georgian 

 Other [Please specify………] 

I2. On the scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree), how strongly do you agree 

with the following statements? 

Statements: Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree somewhat 

disagree 

Neither 

agree 

nor 

disagree 

somewhat 

agree 

Agree Strongly 

agree 

I feel 

European 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I feel strong 

ties with other 

European 

people 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I feel pleased 

to be 

European 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I think I am 

similar to the 

average 

European 

person 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Being 

European is 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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important to 

me 

My views 

about Europe 

are shared by 

other 

European 

people 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

When I hear 

someone who 

is not 

European 

criticize 

Europeans, I 

feel 

personally 

criticized 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 

I3. On the scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree), how strongly do you agree 

with the following statements? 

Statements: Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree somewhat 

disagree 

Neither 

agree 

nor 

disagree 

somewhat 

agree 

Agree Strongly 

disagree 

I feel Georgian 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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I feel strong 

ties with other 

Georgian 

people 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I feel pleased 

to be Georgian 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I think I am 

similar to the 

average 

Georgian 

person 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Being 

Georgian is 

important to 

me 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

My views 

about Georgia 

are shared by 

other Georgian 

people 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

When I hear 

someone who 

is not 

Georgian 

criticize 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Georgians, I 

feel personally 

criticized 

 

I4. In your opinion, what do Georgia and Europe have in common? 

[Please, answer for each option on the scale of 1 (fully disagree) to 5 (fully agree)] 

 Fully 

disagree 

Disagree Neither 

agree nor 

disagree 

Agree Fully agree 

A geographical area 1 2 3 4 5 

Shared history 1 2 3 4 5 

Shared culture 1 2 3 4 5 

Religious heritage 1 2 3 4 5 

Democratic values 1 2 3 4 5 

Nothing 1 2 3 4 5 

 

I5. How much do you support or oppose the idea of Georgia joining the European Union? 

Fully oppose Oppose Neither oppose, nor support Support Fully support 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

I6. Generally speaking, would you say that most Europeans can be trusted, or one can't be too 

careful in dealing with Europeans? 

[You can’t be too careful] 1—2—3—4—5 [Most people can be trusted] 

I7. Generally speaking, would you say that most Georgians can be trusted, or one can't be too 

careful in dealing with Georgians? 
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[You can’t be too careful] 1—2—3—4—5 [Most people can be trusted] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Demographics. 

D1. Age:  

 18-21 

 22-25 

 26-29 

 30 or more 

Georgia Europe 

I8. Please mark the picture that best describes the closeness of the two groups: 

Georgia Europe 

Georgia Europe 

Georgia Europe 

Georgia Europe 

Georgia Europe 

Georgia Europe 
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D2. Gender: 

 Female 

 Male 

 Other 

D3. What is the highest level of education that you have completed? 

 Secondary education 

 Incomplete higher education 

 Bachelor's degree 

 Master's degree 

 Doctoral degree 

D4. How religious would you say you are? 

Not at all Rather not Undecided Rather religious Very 

religious 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

D5. Relative to most of the households around you, how would you describe the current 

economic condition of your household? Is it … 

 Very poor 

 Poor 

 Fair 

 Good 

 Very good 

D6. How many foreign European languages do you speak? …………. Languages. 

D7. Please describe your knowledge of English: 

 No basic knowledge 
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 Beginner 

 Intermediate 

 Advanced 
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Appendix 2 

A Questionnaire (Georgian version) 

ქართულ-ევროპული იდენტობების კვლევა - ინფორმირებული თანხმობა 

კვლევის აღწერა და მიზნები 

ამ პროექტის მიზანია ქართველ რესპონდენტებს შორის ევროპულ და ეროვნულ 

იდენტობათა აღქმის შესწავლა, უფრო კონკრეტულად კი, მათ შორის ვინც ამჟამად 

არის სტუდენტი (ბაკალავრიატი, მაგისტრატურა ან დოქტორანტურა) ან ჰქონია 

სტუდენტის სტატუსი ბოლო 5 წლის მანძილზე. პროექტი წარმოადგენს 

სამაგისტრო ნაშრომს ოსლოს უნივერსიტეტის (UiO) ფსიქოლოგიის ფაკულტეტზე, 

Erasmus Mundus-ის Global Minds ერთობლივი სამაგისტრო პროგრამის ფარგლებში 

(Global Minds - გლობალური მობილობის, ჩართულობისა და საზოგადოებრივი 

მრავალფეროვნების ფსიქოლოგია). 

რას მოიცავს კვლევაში მონაწილეობა? 

კვლევა მოიცავს კითხვარს, სადაც გთხოვთ პასუხი გასცეთ გარკვეული 

რაოდენობის კითხვებს. შეგეკითხებით თქვენი საგანმანათლებლო გამოცდილების 

შესახებ ქართულ და ევროპულ უნივერსიტეტებში, ასევე თქვენს სამოგზაურო 

გამოცდილებაზე ევროპის ქვეყნებში. შემდეგ დაგისვამთ რამდენიმე კითხვას 

ეროვნული და კულტურული იდენტობის შესახებ. საბოლოოდ, გთხოვთ 

გაგვიზიაროთ მცირე დემოგრაფიული ინფორმაცია, როგორიცაა სქესი, ასაკი, 

განათლება და ა.შ. თითქმის თითოეულ შეკითხვაზე მოცემულია პასუხები 

ასარჩევად (თუ რა თქმა უნდა, თავად არ ისურვეთ დამატებითი ინოფრმაციის 
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მოწოდება ან რაიმეს განმარტება), ასე რომ კითხვარის შესავსებად დაგჭირდებათ 

დაახლოებით მხოლოდ 15 წუთი. 

რა ელის ინფორმაციას თქვენ შესახებ? 

თქვენი მონაწილეობა ამ კვლევაში სრულიად ანონიმურია და ჩვენ არ ვაგროვებთ 

ისეთ მონაცემებს, რომლებიც შესაძლოა გამოყენებულ იქნეს ამა თუ იმ 

პიროვნების იდენტიფიცირებისთვის. ყველანაირი ინფორმაცია ინახება 

კონფიდენციალურად. აგროვებულ მონაცემებთან წვდომა აქვთ მხოლოდ 

მაგისტრანტ სტუდენტსა და პროექტის ზედამხედველს. აღნიშნული მონაცემები 

შეინახება პაროლით დაცულ კომპიუტერებში. კვლევის მონაწილეებისა და მათი 

პასუხების ცნობა შეუძლებელი იქნება კვლევის საბოლოო პუბლიკაციაში. 

მონაწილეობა მოხალისეობრივია 

ამ კვლევაში ჩართულობა მოხალისეობრივი ხასიათისაა. თქვენ უფლება გაქვთ, 

ყველანაირი ახსნა-განმარტების გარეშე უარი განაცხადოთ კვლევაში 

მონაწილეობაზე და ნებისმიერ დროს შეაჩეროთ გამოკითხვის პროცესი. ამ 

შემთხვევაში, დაფიქსირებული მონაცემები არ შეინახება და არ იქნება 

გამოყენებული კვლევაში. 

თუ კიდევ გაქვთ რაიმე შეკითხვა კვლევის შესახებ, გთხოვთ, დაუკავშირდეთ 

მაგისტრანტ სტუდენტს, რომელიც უძღვება ამ პროექტს: თორნიკე ბაქაქური, 

tornikeb@student.sv.uio.no ან კვლევის აკადემიურ ხელმძღვანელს: ბეატე საიბტი, 

beate.seibt@psykologi.uio.no.  

გაითვალისწინეთ, რომ კვლევაში მონაწილეობის მისაღებად თქვენ უნდა იყოთ 

სრულწლოვანი (ანუ მინიმუმ 18 წლის). 

mailto:tornikeb@student.sv.uio.no
mailto:beate.seibt@psykologi.uio.no
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თუ წაიკითხეთ ზემოთ მოცემული ინფორმაცია და გსურთ კვლევაში 

მონაწილეობის მიღება, უნდა დაადასტუროთ თანხმობა მონაწილეობაზე. 

ამისათვის, ქვემოთ შეგიძლიათ მონიშნოთ თანხმობა და დაიწყოთ გამოკითხვა. 

 ვადასტურებ, რომ ვარ სრულწლოვანი (მინიმუმ 18 წლის) და ვიძლევი 

თანხმობას კვლევაში მონაწილეობაზე. 

 არ ვარ თანახმა კვლევაში მონაწილეობაზე. 

1. შესავალი და მოგზაურობასთან დაკავშირებული ინფორმაცია 

S1. ხართ თუ არა ამჟამად ან ყოფილხართ თუ არა სტუდენტი საქართველოს 

უმაღლეს საგანმანათლებლო დაწესებულებაში ბოლო 5 წლის მანძილზე 

(საბაკალავრო, სამაგისტრო ან სადოქტორო დონეზე)? 

 დიახ 

 არა 

T1. 2017 წლის მარტიდან მოყოლებული, საქართველოს მოქალაქეებს შეუძლიათ 

უვიზოდ იმოგზაურონ ევროპის შენგენის ზონის ქვეყნებში [ევროპის 26 ქვეყანასა 

და შენგენის კანდიდატ ქვეყნებში: ბულგარეთში, რუმინეთში, ხორვატიასა და 

კვიპროსში]. უკვე გამოიყენეთ თუ არა ეს შესაძლებლობა? 

 დიახ  

 არა 

T2. გთხოვთ, ქვემოთ მოცემული რეგიონებიდან აარჩიეთ ის, რომელიც მოიცავს 

თქვენი დანიშნულების ქვეყანას უვიზო მიმოსვლის პირობებში (2017 წლის 

მარტიდან): 
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[მრავალჯერადი გამოცდილების შემთხვევაში, უპასუხეთ პირველი 

გამოცდილების შესახებ] 

 რეგიონი A [ლიეტუვა, ლატვია, ესტონეთი, რუმინეთი, ბულგარეთი, 

ხორვატია, სლოვაკეთი, სლოვენია, უნგრეთი, ჩეხეთი, პოლონეთი] 

 რეგიონი B [საბერძნეთი, კვიპროსი, მალტა, იტალია, ესპანეთი, 

პორტუგალია, საფრანგეთი, ბელგია, ავსტრია, ლუქსემბურგი, 

ლიხტენშტაინი] 

 რეგიონი C [გერმანია, შვეიცარია, ფინეთი, დანია, ნორვეგია, შვედეთი, 

ნიდერლანდები, ისლანდია] 

 სხვა 

T3. ჯამში, რამდენჯერ ისარგებლეთ უვიზო მიმოსვლის შესაძლებლობით?…. -

ჯერ. 

T4. ჯამში, დაახლოებით, რამდენი დღე დაყავით ამ ქვეყნებში? ……………. დღე. 

T5. უვიზოდ მოგზაურობის დროს, განიცადეთ თუ არა დისკრიმინაცია თქვენი 

ეთნიკური წარმომავლობის, მოქალაქეობის გამო ან რაიმე სხვა ნიშნით? 

არასდროს იშვიათად ხანდახან ხშირად ძალიან 

ხშირად 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

T6. მოცემულ სკალაზე, სადაც 1 ნიშნავს „ძალიან ნეგატიურს“, 5 კი - „ძალიან 

პოზიტიურს“, როგორ აღწერდით თქვენი უვიზო მიმოსვლის გამოცდილებას 

მთლიანობაში? 
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ძალიან 

ნეგატიური 

უფრო 

ნეგატიური, 

ვიდრე 

პოზიტიური 

არც 

ნეგატიური, 

არც 

პოზიტიური 

უფრო 

პოზიტიური, 

ვიდრე 

ნეგატიური 

ძალიან 

პოზიტიური 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

T7. უვიზოდ მოგზაურობის დროს, ურთიერთობდით/ატარებდით თუ არა დროს 

ადგილობრივებთან ან სხვა ევროპელებთან? 

 არა, საერთოდ არა 

 მხოლოდ ზედაპირულ, არაპიროვნულ დონეზე 

 დიახ, მქონდა რამდენიმე სასიამოვნო საუბარი 

 დიახ, მონაწილეობა მივიღე სხვადასხვა ღონისძიებებსა თუ სოციალურ 

აქტივობებში მათთან ერთად 

 დიახ, დავმეგობრდით 

T8. ქვეყნის დატოვების შემდეგ, ინარჩუნებთ თუ არა ისევ მათთან ურთიერთობას, 

როგორც მეგობართან, ნაცნობთან და ა.შ.?  

 არა, საერთოდ არა  

 მხოლოდ სოციალურ ქსელში მივყვები  

 დიახ, ხშირად ვეხმიანები სოციალურ ქსელში ან მეილზე 

 დიახ, ვესაუბრებით ერთმანეთს (Skype-ით, ტელეფონით და ა.შ.) 

 დიახ, კიდევ შევხვედრივართ ერთმანეთს  
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T9. იყო თუ არა თქვენი უვიზო მიმოსვლის გამოცდილება ასევე პირველი 

შემთხვევა, როდესაც სხვა ევროპულ ქვეყანას/ქვეყნებს ეწვიეთ? 

 დიახ 

 არა 

T10. ქვეყანაში ყოფნის პერიოდში, გამოცადეთ თუ არა რაიმე სახით კულტურული 

შოკი? ქვემოთ მოცემულ 1-5 სკალაზე, გთხოვთ, მონიშნეთ რა სიძლიერით 

განიცადეთ კულტურული შოკი. 

(თუ უვიზო მიმოსვლით რამდენჯერმე ისარგებლეთ, გთხოვთ, უპასუხეთ 

პირველი ჯერის შესახებ) 

[კულტურული შოკი: დაბნეულობისა და გაუგებრობის შეგრძნება კულტურის 

შესახებ, ზოგჯერ შფოთვის განცდასთან ერთად] 

საერთოდ არა მცირედით საშუალოდ მკვეთრად ძალიან 

მკვეთრად 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

T11. საკმარისი დრო და ფინანსური სახსრები რომ გქონდეთ, რამდენად 

სავარაუდოა, რომ უვიზო მიმოსვლით ისარგებლებთ მომავალ წელს? 

ძალიან 

საეჭვოა 

საეჭვოა არც საეჭვოა, 

არც შესაძლოა 

შესაძლებელია სავსებით 

შესაძლებელია 

1 2 3 4 5 
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T12. უვიზო მიმოსვლის პროგრამის მიღმა, გიმოგზაურიათ თუ არა ოდესმე 

ევროკავშირის ან შენგენის ქვეყნებში? 

[იგულისხმება ხანგრძლივი ვიზიტები, რომლებიც ვიზას მოითხოვს ან 

ნებისმიერი ვიზიტი უვიზო მიმოსვლის რეჟიმის ამოქმედებამდე] 

 დიახ 

 არა 

T13. თუ კი, მაშინ რამდენი ხნის წინ იყო თქვენი ბოლო ვიზიტი? 

 გასული 5 წლის მანძილზე 

 5 წლის წინ 

2. Erasmus-ი და სასწავლო ინფორმაცია  

S2. სტუდენტად ყოფნის პერიოდში, მიგიღიათ თუ არა მონაწილეობა Erasmus+ -ის 

(ყოფილი Erasmus Mundus/Erasmus-ის) სასწავლო გაცვლით პროგრამებში? 

[იგულისხმება მინიმუმ ერთი სრული აკადემიური სემესტრის მანძილზე] 

 დიახ 

 არა  

S3. გთხოვთ, ქვემოთ მოცემული რეგიონებიდან აარჩიეთ ის, რომელიც მოიცავს 

თქვენი Erasmus-ის მასპინძელ ქვეყანას: 

[მრავალჯერადი მონაწილეობის შემთხვევაში, გთხოვთ, უპასუხეთ პირველი 

გამოცდილების შესახებ] 

 რეგიონი A [ლიეტუვა, ლატვია, ესტონეთი, რუმინეთი, ბულგარეთი, 

სერბეთი, ჩრდ. მაკედონია, ხორვატია, სლოვაკეთი, სლოვენია, უნგრეთი, 

ჩეხეთი, პოლონეთი] 
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 რეგიონი B [საბერძნეთი, კვიპროსი, მალტა, იტალია, ესპანეთი, 

პორტუგალია, საფრანგეთი, ბელგია, ავსტრია, ანდორა, ლუქსემბურგი, 

ლიხტენშტაინი] 

 რეგიონი C [დიდი ბრიტანეთი, ირლანდია, გერმანია, შვეიცარია, ფინეთი, 

დანია, ნორვეგია, შვედეთი, ნიდერლანდები, ისლანდია] 

 სხვა 

S4. ჯამში, რამდენი ხნით იყავით Erasmus-ის სტუდენტი?  

 ერთი აკადემიური სემესტრი  

 ერთი აკადემიური წელი  

 სამი აკადემიური სემესტრი  

 ორი აკადემიური წელი  

 მეტი [გთხოვთ, დააზუსტეთ …………] 

S5. ჯამში, რამდენჯერ ყოფილხართ Erasmus-ის სტუდენტი?  

[მაგალითად, ერთხელ ბაკალავრიატზე და ერთხელ მაგისტრატურაზე, 

ჩაითვლება როგორც „2“] ………………. -ჯერ. 

S6. Erasmus-ში მონაწილეობის პერიოდში, ევროკავშირის ან შენგენის რამდენ 

ქვეყანას ეწვიეთ?  ………………… ქვეყანას.  

S7. Erasmus-ის მასპინძელ ქვეყანაში ყოფნისას, განიცადეთ თუ არა დისკრიმინაცია 

თქვენი ეთნიკური წარმომავლობის, მოქალაქეობის გამო ან რაიმე სხვა ნიშნით? 

არასდროს იშვიათად ხანდახან ხშირად ძალიან 

ხშირად 

1 2 3 4 5 
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S8. მოცემულ სკალაზე, სადაც 1 ნიშნავს „ძალიან ნეგატიურს“, 5 კი - „ძალიან 

პოზიტიურს“, როგორ აღწერდით თქვენი Erasmus-ის გამოცდილებას 

მთლიანობაში? 

ძალიან 

ნეგატიური 

უფრო 

ნეგატიური, 

ვიდრე 

პოზიტიური 

არც 

ნეგატიური, 

არც 

პოზიტიური 

უფრო 

პოზიტიური, 

ვიდრე 

ნეგატიური 

ძალიან 

პოზიტიური 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

S9. Erasmus-ში მონაწილეობის პერიოდში, ურთიერთობდით/ატარებდით თუ არა 

დროს ადგილობრივებთან ან სხვა ევროპელებთან? 

 არა, საერთოდ არა 

 მხოლოდ ზედაპირულ, არაპიროვნულ დონეზე 

 დიახ, მქონდა რამდენიმე სასიამოვნო საუბარი 

 დიახ, მონაწილეობა მივიღე სხვადასხვა ღონისძიებებსა თუ სოციალურ 

აქტივობებში მათთან ერთად 

 დიახ, დავმეგობრდით 

S10. Erasmus-ის დასრულების შემდეგ, ინარჩუნებთ თუ არა ისევ მათთან 

ურთიერთობას, როგორც მეგობართან, ნაცნობთან და ა.შ.?  

 არა, საერთოდ არა  

 მხოლოდ სოციალურ ქსელში მივყვები  
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 დიახ, ხშირად ვეხმიანები სოციალურ ქსელში ან მეილზე 

 დიახ, ვესაუბრებით ერთმანეთს (Skype-ით, ტელეფონით და ა.შ.) 

 დიახ, კიდევ შევხვედრივართ ერთმანეთს 

S11. იყო თუ არა თქვენი Erasmus-ის გამოცდილება ასევე პირველი შემთხვევა, 

როდესაც სხვა ევროპულ ქვეყანას/ქვეყნებს ეწვიეთ? 

[იგულისხმება ევროკავშირის ან შენგენის ქვეყნები] 

 დიახ 

 არა 

S12. ქვეყანაში ყოფნის პერიოდში, გამოცადეთ თუ არა რაიმე სახით კულტურული 

შოკი? ქვემოთ მოცემულ 1-5 სკალაზე, გთხოვთ, მონიშნეთ რა სიძლიერით 

განიცადეთ კულტურული შოკი. 

(თუ Erasmus-ში რამდენჯრმე მიიღეთ მონაწილეობა, გთხოვთ, უპასუხეთ პირველი 

ჯერის შესახებ) 

[კულტურული შოკი: დაბნეულობისა და გაუგებრობის შეგრძნება კულტურის 

შესახებ, ზოგჯერ შფოთვის განცდასთან ერთად]  

საერთოდ არა მცირედით საშუალოდ მკვეთრად ძალიან 

მკვეთრად 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

S13. თუ მომავალი წლისთვის Erasmus-ის პროგრამაში შეგარჩიეს, რამდენად 

სავარაუდოა, რომ მონაწილეობას მიიღებთ? 
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[მაგალითად, სწავლა 1 სემესტრის/წლის მანძილზე ან სრულ 

სამაგისტრო/სადოქტორო პროგრამაზე] 

ძალიან 

საეჭვოა 

საეჭვოა არც საეჭვოა, 

არც შესაძლოა 

შესაძლებელია სავსებით 

შესაძლებელია 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

S14. მიგიღიათ თუ არა მონაწილეობა სხვა, Erasmus-ისგან განსხვავებულ სასწავლო 

გაცვლით [ნაწილობრივ ან სრულ] პროგრამებში ევროკავშირის ან შენგენის 

ქვეყნებთან? 

[მაგალითად, სემესტრული გაცვლითი პროგრამა ქართულ და ევროპულ 

უნივერსიტეტებს შორის ბილატერალური თანამშრომლობის ფარგლებში, 

საქართველოს მთავრობის მიერ დაფინანსებული სრული სამაგისტრო 

პროგრამები ევროკავშირის ქვეყნებში და ა.შ.] 

 დიახ 

 არა 

I. იდენტობის ბლოკი. 

I1. როგორ ფიქრობთ, თქვენ ხართ… 

 ქართველი, მაგრამ არა ევროპელი  

 ქართველი და ევროპელი  

 ევროპელი და ქართველი  

 ევროპელი, მაგრამ არა ქართველი  

 სხვა [გთხოვთ, დააზუსტეთ ………] 
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I2. მოცემულ სკალაზე, სადაც 1 ნიშნავს „სრულიად არ ვეთანხმები“, 7 კი - 

„სრულიად ვეთანხმები“, რამდენად ეთანხმებით შემდეგ მოსაზრებებს? 

მოსაზრებები: სრუ-

ლიად 

არ 

ვეთან-

ხმები 

არ 

ვეთან-

ხმები 

ალბათ

უფრო 

არ 

ვეთან-

ხმები 

არც 

ვეთანხმ

ები, არც 

არ 

ვეთან-

ხმები 

ალბათ

უფრო 

ვეთან-

ხმები 

ვეთან-

ხმები 

სრუ-

ლიად 

ვეთან-

ხმები 

თავს ვთვლი 

ევროპელად 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

ვფიქრობ, რომ 

მჭიდრო 

კავშირები 

მაქვს სხვა 

ევროპელ 

ხალხთან 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

მიხარია, რომ 

ვარ ევროპელი 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

ვფიქრობ, რომ 

საშუალო 

სტატისტიკურ

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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ი ევროპელი 

პიროვნების 

მსგავსი ვარ 

ჩემთვის 

მნიშვნელოვან

ია 

ევროპელად 

ყოფნა 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

ევროპაზე ჩემს 

შეხედულებებ

ს იზიარებს 

სხვა 

ევროპელი 

ხალხი 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

როდესაც 

ვიგებ, რომ 

ვინმე არა-

ევროპელი 

აკრიტიკებს 

ევროპელებს, 

საკუთარ თავს 

ვგრძნობ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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გაკრიტიკებუ

ლად 

 

I3. მოცემულ სკალაზე, სადაც 1 ნიშნავს „სრულიად არ ვეთანხმები“, 7 კი - 

„სრულიად ვეთანხმები“, რამდენად ეთანხმებით შემდეგ მოსაზრებებს? 

მოსაზრებები: სრუ-

ლიად 

არ ვეთ-

ანხმები 

არ 

ვეთან-

ხმები 

ალბათ

უფრო 

არ 

ვეთან-

ხმები 

არც 

ვეთან-

ხმები, არც 

არ ვეთან-

ხმები 

ალბათ

უფრო 

ვეთან-

ხმები 

ვეთან-

ხმები 

სრუ-

ლიად 

ვეთან-

ხმები 

თავს ვთვლი 

ქართველად 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

ვფიქრობ, რომ 

მჭიდრო 

კავშირები 

მაქვს სხვა 

ქართველ 

ხალხთან 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

მიხარია,  რომ 

ვარ ქართველი 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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ვფიქრობ, რომ 

საშუალო 

სტატისტიკურ

ი ქართველი 

პიროვნების 

მსგავსი ვარ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

ჩემთვის 

მნიშვნე-

ლოვანია 

ქართველად 

ყოფნა 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

საქართვე-

ლოზე ჩემს 

შეხედულე-

ბებს იზიარებს 

სხვა 

ქართველი 

ხალხი 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

როდესაც 

ვიგებ, რომ 

ვინმე არა-

ქართველი 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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აკრიტიკებს 

ქართველებს, 

საკუთარ თავს 

ვგრძნობ 

გაკრიტი-

კებულად 

 

I4. თქვენი აზრით, რა აქვთ საერთო საქართველოსა და ევროპას? 

[გთხოვთ, უპასუხეთ ყველა ვარიანტს სკალაზე 1-დან (სრულიად არ ვეთანხმები) 

5-მდე (სრულიად ვეთანხმები)] 

 სრულიად 

არ 

ვეთანხმები 

არ 

ვეთან-

ხმები 

არც 

ვეთანხმები, 

არც არ 

ვეთანხმები 

ვეთანხმები სრულიად 

ვეთანხმები 

გეოგრაფიული 

არეალი 

1 2 3 4 5 

საზიარო 

ისტორია 

1 2 3 4 5 

საზიარო 

კულტურა 

1 2 3 4 5 

რელიგიური 

მემკვიდრეობა 

1 2 3 4 5 
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დემოკრატიული 

ღირებულებები 

1 2 3 4 5 

არაფერი 1 2 3 4 5 

 

I5. რამდენად ემხრობით ან ეწინააღმდეგებით იდეას, რომ საქართველო 

გაწევრიანდეს ევროკავშირში? 

სრულიად 

ვეწინააღმდეგები 

ვეწინააღმ-

დეგები 

არც ვეწინააღმდეგები, 

არც ვემხრობი 

ვემხრობი სრულიად 

ვემხრობი 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

I6. ზოგადად, თვლით რომ ევროპელთა უმეტესობის ნდობა შეიძლება თუ 

სიფრთხილე არასდროსაა ზედმეტი ევროპელებთან ურთიერთობაში?  

[ვერ იქნები ზედმეტად ფრთხილი] 1—2—3—4—5 [უმეტესობას შეიძლება ენდო] 

I7. ზოგადად, თვლით რომ ქართველთა უმეტესობის ნდობა შეიძლება თუ 

სიფრთხილე არასდროსაა ზედმეტი ქართველებთან ურთიერთობაში?  

[ვერ იქნები ზედმეტად ფრთხილი] 1—2—3—4—5 [უმეტესობას შეიძლება ენდო] 
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საქართველო ევროპა 

I8. გთხოვთ, მონიშნეთ სურათი, რომელიც ყველაზე უკეთ აღწერს ორ 

ჯგუფს შორის სიახლოვეს: 

საქართველო ევროპა 

საქართველო 

 

ევროპა 

საქართველო 

 

ევროპა 

საქართველო 

 

ევროპა 

საქართველო 

 

ევროპა 

საქართველო 

 

ევროპა 
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4. დემოგრაფია. 

D1. ასაკი:  

 18-21 

 22-25 

 26-29 

 30 ან მეტი 

D2. სქესი: 

 ქალი 

 მამაკაცი 

 სხვა 

D3. რა არის თქვენ მიერ მიღწეული განათლების უმაღლესი საფეხური?  

 საშუალო განათლება 

 არასრული უმაღლესი განათლება  

 ბაკალავრის ხარისხი  

 მაგისტრის ხარისხი  

 დოქტორი ხარისხი  

D4. რამდენად რელიგიურად თვლით თავს?  

საერთოდ 

არა 

უფრო არა არც კი, არც 

არა 

უფრო 

რელიგიურად 

ძალიან 

რელიგიურად 

1 2 3 4 5 
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D5. თქვენს ირგვლივ მცხოვრები ოჯახების უმრავლესობასთან შედარებით, 

როგორ შეაფასებდით თქვენი ოჯახის ეკონომიკურ მდგომარეობას ამჟამად 

როგორც...  

 ძალიან ცუდი 

 ცუდი 

 საშუალო 

 კარგი 

 ძალიან კარგი 

D6. რამდენ უცხო ევროპულ ენაზე საუბრობთ? …………. ენაზე. 

D7. გთხოვთ, აღწერეთ თქვენი ცოდნის დონე ინგლისურ ენაში: 

 არ მაქვს საწყისი ცოდნა 

 დაწყებითი 

 საშუალო 

 მაღალი 
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Appendix 3 

A Table of Descriptive Statistics for the Variables Used in the Survey 

The variables that were used only for the filtering purposes, like the travel check for 

the last five years, are not given on the table, as their role was to shape the given sample and 

thus, did not take part in any further analyses. Exclusion rates and characteristics were 

already reported in the method section. Usually, means and standard deviations are reported 

for the rest of the variables, but modes are reported for categorical and partially ordinal 

variables. 

Table 2. Table of survey variables with central tendency measures. 

VAR  

(variable identifiers) 

N M SD Mo 

T2 205 
  

2 

T3 206 3.63 4.50 
 

T4 206 37.88 53.23 
 

T5 209 1.23 0.59 
 

T6 209 4.70 0.56 
 

T7 209 3.46 1.18 
 

T8 203 2.54 1.39 
 

T9 209 
  

2 

T10 209 1.91 1.12 
 

T11 332 4.86 0.41 
 

S3 104 
  

2 

S4 104 1.90 1.32 
 

S5 104 1.25 0.55 
 

S6 104 5.63 3.89 
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S7 104 1.34 0.71 
 

S8 104 4.78 0.50 
 

S9 104 4.63 0.71 
 

S10 104 3.61 1.27 
 

S11 104 
  

2 

S12 104 2.21 1.14 
 

S13 331 3.98 1.37 
 

I1 332 
  

2 

I2_1 332 5.79 1.36 
 

I2_2 328 5.38 1.50 
 

I2_3 328 5.77 1.35 
 

I2_4 328 5.36 1.40 
 

I2_5 326 5.58 1.44 
 

I2_6 327 5.17 1.34 
 

I2_7 327 4.23 1.68 
 

I3_1 330 6.51 0.84 
 

I3_2 326 5.83 1.44 
 

I3_3 327 5.92 1.30 
 

I3_4 325 3.82 1.87 
 

I3_5 327 5.48 1.63 
 

I3_6 326 4.17 1.63 
 

I3_7 328 5.38 1.72 
 

I4_1 329 3.56 0.95 
 

I4_2 327 3.30 0.95 
 

I4_3 328 3.40 0.94 
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I4_4 329 3.37 0.95 
 

I4_5 329 3.49 1.04 
 

I4_6 329 1.65 0.86 
 

I5 332 4.59 0.77 
 

I6 331 3.90 1.05 
 

I7 331 3.24 1.11 
 

I8 331 4.02 1.40 
 

D1 331 
  

2 

D2 331 
  

1 

D3 331 3.37 0.86 4 

D4 330 2.88 1.21 
 

D5 330 3.28 0.69 
 

D6 330 2.09 1.00 
 

D7 330 3.66 0.56 4 

 


